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According to NGO MANS, it is necessary to adopt a moratorium on further
implementation of the contract with the consortium ENI/Novatek, until its
validity is examined by the relevant EU experts who have much more
knowledge and experience in this field. Although the new Montenegrin
government has promised citizens an audit of all contracts signed by the
previous regime, Minister Bojanić confidently claims that everything is fine with
two largest projects such as oil exploration and highway construction. However,
when the decision on this deal was made, the then independent MP did not vote
for it or publicly support the plans of the former government, as he is doing
now from the position of the Minister of Capital Investments.        01/04/2021
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A new MANS’ investigation shows that oil and gas exploration companies have
borrowed 70m euros from parent companies. Until these loans with the
corresponding interest are paid, the state will not have any income from the
income tax of oil companies, according to the Law on Hydrocarbons adopted by
the previous government. However, the Ministry of Capital Investments says that
we will pay "only" market interests, and they continue to claim that the
contract is good. MANS calls on the Ministry to use the mechanisms provided
for in the contract and hire international experts to urgently audit the
reported costs of oil and gas exploration, because this practice is reminiscent
of withdrawing money from Aluminium Plant Podgorica (KAP) through loans
from related companies.                                                                                          20/04/2021

MANS obtained documentation showing that contrary to the law, the previous
government approved an extension of the deadline for completion of research
to the consortium of offshore companies Eni Montenegro and Novatek
Montenegro from the Netherlands, although it had all the conditions to collect a
guarantee of 85 million euros. The agreement on the concession for the
production of hydrocarbons with ENI/Novatek, which stipulates that the initial oil
and gas exploration lasts four years, was signed by the Government on
September 14, 2016, while in mid-February last year, the Consortium submitted
a request for an extension of one year, which the Government of Duško Marković
accepted and instead of activating the guarantee, it allowed an extension of one
year, i.e. until September 14, 2021.                                                                        10/04/2021
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In an interview with Monitor, the executive director of the NGO MANS, as the
head of the Expert Team of the National Council for the Fight against High-Level
Corruption, explains how (in)compatible her engagement is with her
engagement in the civil sector. On that occasion, she stated: "We must try to
find out where hundreds of millions or billions of euros taken out of
Montenegro ended up. The attempt of political exponents of corrupt
individuals to turn us off the road with a general cacophony will certainly
fail." You can find the complete interview at the link below: 
https://www.monitor.co.me/vanja-calovic-markovic-izvrsna-direktorica-mans-
kriminal-i-korupcija-ne-poznaju-zastave-samo-interes-i-profit/    08/04/2021

At the press conference of the National Council for the Fight against High-
Level Corruption, the collected documentation related to the allocation of
apartments and loans to public officials was disclosed. On that occasion, it
was announced that out of 580 public officials, at least 175 received aid in
resolving the housing issue, for which about 25 million euros was spent. In
what way and which high-ranking public officials received apartments
and loans from the state, as well as the complete data presented, can be
found at the link below: https://www.mans.co.me/najmanje-175-
funcionera-dobilo-stanove-od-drzave-utroseno-oko-25-miliona-eura/
                                                                                                                                           21/04/2021
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At the debate on changes in the State Prosecutor's Office, the executive director
of MANS points out the undisputed dismissal of the top State Prosecutor's
Office, but in a legitimate way. "If the dismissals in the State Prosecutor's Office are
not legitimate, the consequences can be catastrophic. Imagine that new prosecutors
initiate proceedings against an official for corruption, then there is a dismissal of the
government, which again changes the State Prosecutor's Office, and then their
prosecutors withdraw the indictments. This would mean that this person could never
be prosecuted again for these crimes." On this occasion, she also emphasized that
we do not need a public debate because of the Venice Commission or the European
Union but because of us, in order to build a different Montenegro where decisions will
no longer be made behind anyone's closed doors."                                            23/04/2021
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